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With increasing data availability globally, opportunities are unlocked for sophisticated hydrological modelling in
poorly gauged basins. For a case-study on flood forecasting in Togo, West-Africa, the process-based distributed
hydrological model, wflow_sbm, was set up, calibrated and forced using globally available data. While wflow_sbm
successfully improved the model currently predicting inflows to a dam reservoir upstream of flood-prone villages,
the Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency of outflow forecasts dropped below zero beyond two days lead time. An exquisite
challenge in predicting outflows with a model like wflow_sbm is provoked when human decision-making – as
opposed to reservoir optimization – governs dam releases; thus, a mismatch results between the linear model structure and the non-linear underlying mechanisms. However, machine learning techniques can be effective means of
capturing highly non-linear relationships. Therefore, machine learning techniques of increasing complexity were
trained to predict dam releases with up to ten days lead-time. First, an autoregressive random forest was trained,
using the 50 preceding daily outflows. Extending the input variable selection to include satellite precipitation estimates, potential evapotranspiration calculated with de Bruin Equation and reanalysis temperature estimates, a
three-dimensional convolutional neural network was trained. The outflow predictions were substantially improved
with both techniques, but distinct advantages were also identified; the random forest – being simpler and more robust – provided better predictions at higher lead times, while the convolutional neural network obtained the highest
forecast skill in terms of Kling-Gupta Efficiency at lower lead times. However, at lead times extending beyond the
period of high autocorrelation, the CNN will have distinct advantages relying on forecastable variables like precipitation and temperature. The results demonstrate improvement of the wflow_sbm reservoir module in case of dam
release prediction for unoptimized reservoirs, and point to the potential of exploiting machine learning techniques
as complementary model structures for flood prediction where highly non-linear relationships are prevalent.

